
 

 

 

BEST PRACTICE TOUR 

SMART CRUISE TERMINAL BUILDINGS  

AND INNOVATIVE RECEPTION FACILITIES 

MAY 14-17 2018, REPORT 
May 14 2018, Optional welcome boat tour in Amsterdam 
 
Representatives of Port of Amsterdam welcomed nine participants from Tallinn, Klaipeda, 
Hamburg and Gdansk on board for the optional boat tour through the Port of Amsterdam. 
The participants enjoyed the tour whilst the sun was shining bright. During the tour the 
representatives informed the participants about the developments influencing the future 
of the Port of Amsterdam.  
 

May 15 2018, Passenger Terminal Amsterdam 
 
Ton van Breemen, Port of Amsterdam:  
Warmly welcomed the participants and presented information about the throughput, 
added value, commodities etc of the Port of Amsterdam.  Port of Amsterdam is ambitious 
regarding energy transition, circular economy, innovations and accessibility. Regarding the 
environmental themes he showed information about the installation of E-noses in and 
around the Port area. Odours from oil spilling during loading and unloading and 
degasification of hulls of sailing inland vessels can be detected. Another interesting project 
is AudiblyLess. Ton showed a short movie about the project where tonal reversing alarms 
of forklifts, trucks and other terminal equipment on wheels is being replaced by Broad 
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Band noise alarms. Several participants asked for extra information about the system and 
the project. 
 
Kenny Baas, Bek en Verburg: 
An interesting presentation regarding waste reception by inland vessels. The vessels are 
equipped with an electrical hybrid engine. These vessels are very silent and clean, so there 
is no disturbance of the passengers on board of the cruise ship. 93% of the waste coming 
from cruise ships is separately collected in different waste containers and afterwards 
further separated by hand for recycling! 
The company Bek en Verburg is also involved in the Fishing for litter project and projects to 
Clean up beaches. The North Sea is getter cleaner regarding big items, smaller plastics is 
still problematic. 
 
Dick de Graaff, Passenger Terminal Amsterdam (PTA): 
The Passenger Terminal was built in 2000 as a landmark with the shape of a wave, with a 
lot of glass. It is not only used for Sea Cruise, but also for conferences, exhibitions, 
(millionaires)fairs, parties, etc. PTA has a quay length of 650 m, so 2 cruise ships, with a 
length over 300m each, at one time is not possible anymore for those kind of ships PTA is 
looking for a new site. The cruise business in Amsterdam is growing from 123 calls in 2017 
to 185 calls in 2018. The PTA has been rewarded several years. 
 
The ambition of Port of Amsterdam is 50% reduction from exhausts from seagoing vessels by 2030. The 
existing terminal is equipped with LED-lighting, water-saving taps, insulating glazing, One Source Heating 
and Cooling, motion detector toilet lighting and separated dirt discharge. 
 
The city council of Amsterdam wants to build bridges over the IJ. Final decisions by the city council are 
planned for November 2018. If the bridges are to be build PTA has to move to an alternative location 
and finalising a new terminal will take 6 to 7 years. It is also a chance to build an even more sustainable 
terminal.  
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Visit to PTA: 
We walked from the Mövenpick hotel to the PTA next door. There were 2 ships at the quay 
side moored. One is a turnaround ship. O the main deck we had a good view over the 
process of registration and embarkation of the passengers. Dick de Graaf gave extra 
explanations on the process and we had a look outside on the balcony of the PTA to have a 
good view on the moored ships only 20 m away from where we were standing.  
 
Bus ride through the port area of Amsterdam to the Felison cruise Terminal in IJmuiden.  
Ton van Breemen gave some explanations about the house building ambitions of the 
municipality of Amsterdam and about the enterprises which were to be seen along the 
road. Right on schedule the bus arrived at the Felison Cruise Terminal in Ijmuiden. 
 
Felison Cruise Terminal IJmuiden 
 
Ron Maes, Felison Cruise Terminal: 
Ron Maas welcomed the participants wholeheartedly and explained about the history of 
the Felison Terminals in IJmuiden. Showing us the new Cruise Terminal which was built in 
2010. It is a lean and mean build Terminal where the steel structure is clearly visible. It is a 
multipurpose building that can be used for events, like conferences, exhibitions, parties etc. 
Cruise ships up to 295 m can be moored in the harbour in front of the Terminal. About 
1500 passengers can be handled at the 1000 m2 terminal. In case of more passengers to be 
handled the Terminal will be extended with a tent so more space is created. A special 
custom made catwalk has locally been developed and constructed for the terminal. On a 
yearly base about 30 sea cruise ship calls are handled. The harbour is also used for other 
ship types, like offshore ships and sand dredging ship unloading into inland vessels and on 
the shore side. 
 
Lunch 
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Next we had lunch at the restaurant "Kop van de haven" with a nice view over the entrance 
from the North Sea into the port area. 
 
SHIP (Sluis en Haven Informatie Punt = Locks and Harbour Information Point)  
After lunch we visited the exhibition at SHIP at the north side of the North Sea Canal. First 
we enjoyed the guided tour about the building of the new biggest locks of the world. The 
exhibition is also used to interest youngsters to choose a technical study to become 
engineers, builders and other technical employees. On top of the building we had a nice 
view over the canal, the locks and the building activities.  
 
Two ships entered the Northern locks which are continuously being operated during the 
building of the new locks close by. 
 

16 May 2018 Rotterdam 
 
Mai Elmar en Nick Hoogeweij, Cruise Terminal Rotterdam  
After being welcomed by Nick Hoogeweij he gave a short tour through the terminal. During 
the tour Mai Elmar joined us. The terminal was build long ago and now it is officially a 
national monument, so during the renovation they were not allowed to make visible 
alterations to the building and had to make extra costs because of that. The terminal is also 
a multipurpose building, lean and mean so it can be changed into any kind of ambiance 
needed for the events organized. The main message of the presentations of Mai Elmar and 
Nick Hoogeweij is that Cruise Terminals, shipowners and others involved in the Cruise 
Business have to cooperate in communicating the same basic environmental and right 
information and be transparent about the real figures and measures taken by the cruise 
industry. Ton van Breemen will send the report “The basic facts. How do the emissions of 
ships and cars really compare?” of CE-Delft and the English summary to all the participants. 
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Next we enjoyed the guided port tour in 2 watertaxis. After lunch there was a very 
interesting guided walk over the “Landtong” a peninsula between 2 waterways in the port 
area of Rotterdam. The “Landtong” is used for natural development with Highlander cows 
etc.  
 
17 May 2018 Antwerp 
 
Eric De Deckere, Harbour House Antwerp: 
We enjoyed a warm welcome by Eric De Deckere at the ground floor. On the map under 
the glass tiles in the main hall Eric De Deckere explained about the building, restoration and 
extension with a glass building above the Harbour House. He also indicated the 
developments of the port area of Antwerp over the last century. After a short tour through 
the building he presented the Corporate Social Reporting and environmental policy of the 
Port Authority of Antwerp, amongst others Training activities of port authorities of third 
world countries. Port Authority if Antwerp focuses on growth of sustainable added value! 
Antwerp participates in the WPSP (World Ports Sustainability Program). On the website of 
WPSP are already many best practice solutions. 
 
Afterwards we travelled by bicycles to the Antwerp Cruise terminal via the quays of the 
river cruise. 
 
Ton Bosman, Municipality of Antwerp:  
The stone Castle "Het Steen", is being renovated and transformed into the Tourist info centre, to 
Experience centre and new Cruise terminal. To be opened in 2020. Plan is to install OPS for 6 river cruise 
ships at the same time. 
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